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Maryland Family Law Attorneys

Family law matters can be extremely contentious and upsetting. JGL provides our clients with skillful and

aggressive representation, while minimizing unnecessary conflict. For more than five decades our family law

attorneys have provided guidance in all family law matters, no matter how complex or difficult.

How Our Family Law Attorneys Can Assist You
JGL offers a client-focused approach which helps us fully understand your goals and identify the most expedient and painless
method to achieve them. Divorce, prenuptial agreements, child support and custody are but a few of the family law services JGL
offers.

Divorce
There are three primary areas of concern in dissolving a marriage, property division, family issues like alimony, child support,
custody, and visitation, and emotional upheaval. JGL family law attorneys can solve the property and family issues for you, while
focusing on the business at hand and minimizing conflict.

Learn more about divorce and collaborative divorce.

High Asset Divorce
The division of property in high asset divorce usually includes high-value financial assets like multiple homes and real estate,
stocks/securities, and retirement accounts to name a few. Our experienced high-asset divorce attorneys will ensure you a fair and
equitable outcome.

Learn more about high asset divorce.

Child Custody
If you have minor children, custody is of utmost importance, and a mutually agreeable solution may be difficult to achieve. Joint
custody could be the solution, but often is not. JGL custody lawyers can guide you through all the available alternatives and
scenarios.

Joint custody

Primary and secondary custody

Visitation by a non-custodial parent

Joint legal custody

Joint physical custody

Sole legal custody

Sole physical custody

Child custody modifications
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Learn more about child custody.

Child Support
Whether parents are divorcing or were never married, family law courts expect both parents to contribute to the financial and
emotional support of their children. Many factors are considered, including the needs of the children, the income of the parents
and custodial arrangements. JGL child support lawyers can help with all aspects of child support, be it initial orders or modifications
as necessary.

Learn more about child support.

Child Visitation
In the best interest of the children, both parents should have access to them through visitation. Visitation is vitally important
throughout the children’s lives, but especially vital to many custody proceedings.

Learn more about child visitation.

Prenuptial Agreements
The primary objective of a prenuptial agreement is to develop definitions and protections of both individual and marital property.
JGL family law attorneys are well equipped to both create and enforce such agreements.

Learn more about prenuptial agreements.

Legal Separation
As of October 1, 2023, marital separation agreements are not recognized in Maryland. Separation can, however, be used as one of
three grounds for divorce.

Learn more about legal separation.

Mediation
Oftentimes family law mediation and collaborative divorce offer a cost-effective means to dissolve a marriage with less
confrontation and anxiety. These processes can allow the parties to begin anew with less stress.

Learn more about family mediation.

Consult a Maryland Family Law Attorney
What matters to you, matters to us. For over five decades, JGL attorneys have fought to improve the future of families, the arc of
careers, the success of business, and your most basic human rights. The attorneys of JGL take your business, family, and personal
issues as personally as you do. We relentlessly pursue the outcomes you desire. If you need guidance from a Maryland family law
attorney, contact JGL.
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